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ratchet with socket. Follow along in this video to see just how easy it is to bring your truck back
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carry both the and the year model style headlight kits. Perfect for the owners wanting to
upgrade to the more modern look seen on the models. We also carry individual headlights and
side markers turn signals for anyone needing to replace a broken lens. Pick up one of our
headlight kits below, watch our installation video and you can get back to getting all the right
kind of attention at the next car show! Check out our YouTube channel for even more tech tips,
installation videos, how-tos, and more. The best place to go for anything Mustang related! Show
More Show Less. Share this article! Parts Needed: 7mm socket Ratchet wrench Installation
Instructions Pull up on the 2 retaining clips holding your headlight in place Once they're up,
slide the headlight out of it's hole, and unplug the headlight bulb Remove the retaining screw
holding in the side marker with a 7mm socket, and ratchet Pull the side marker forward out of
the hole, and unplug the side marker bulb Remove the bulb and light assembly from the old side
marker, as you will need to reuse these for the new side markers Install the bulb socket, and
plug the connector back in Install the new side marker housing into the hole, and reinstall the
retaining screw, using a 7mm socket, and ratchet Plug in your new headlight, and line the
housing up with their associated tabs Slide the new headlight into place, and reengage the
headlight retainers Repeat these steps for the opposite side. Related Parts. Headlight
installation on the Ford F SVT Lightning is extremely easy and only requires 8mm socket and
ratchet an extension is needed for non-deep style sockets. Kit includes both driver and
passenger headlights and side markers and includes housings, OE style clear lenses, new
bulbs, and adjusting studs. This kit is a popular upgrade for older style Lightning headlights!
Now it's a very common swap for '99 and guys to upgrade to the '01 to 'style headlight set up,
which is exactly what we're going to do on this white Lightning we've got behind us here. Now
these new headlights, regardless of which direction you go, are covered by our no-hassle
warranty. The headlights themselves include new bulbs and retainers, but you will have to
transfer your existing bulb sockets and bulbs from your existing side markers to the new ones.
Now removing the headlights and side markers from your Lightning is extremely easy. All you
want to do is grab hold of the two retaining clips that hold on the headlight, pull those up, then
slide the headlight out of its whole and unplug the headlight bulb. Once you have the headlights
set out of the way, grab you a 7-millimeter nut driver, or ratchet and socket, and remove the
retaining screw for the side marker. With that out of the way, you can go ahead and pull the side
marker forward, unplug the socket, and then remove the bulb-and-socket assembly from the old
side marker. Go ahead and grab your new light kit. On the side marker, you're going to want to
go ahead and remove the protective backing, install your bulb socket, plug it back in, clip the
side marker into place, and reinstall the retaining screw. With that done, grab your new

headlight. Remember, it already comes with a new bulb, so you can just plug it in, line up the
adjusters with their associated tabs, slide the headlight into place, and re-engage the two
retaining clips there. Now for just a little bit of time and not a whole lot of money, we greatly
improved the appearance of this Lightning. You can do the same to yours. Now don't forget the
fog lights. Check out our fog light replacement video so you can swap out your fog lights to
match your new headlights. For more Lightning lighting options, check out
latemodelrestoration. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers
who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question.
Please enter a question. Skip to main content. Fastest delivery: March 1 - 4. In Stock. Add to
Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from. Sold by. Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced
products. About this item This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add
all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships
from and sold by EverydayAutoParts. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. Featured items you may like. Compare with similar items. Register a free business
account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your
search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower
price? More to consider from our brands. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How
are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if
the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Verified Purchase. Received promptly and well-packaged. Appear to be physically identical to
OEM lights, excepting as noted, below. Here's how I installed them: There are a couple of okay
YouTube videos out there also. I pulled my truck into the garage, set the brake and turned on
the existing seriously fogged up headlights. With the old headlights on, I used masking tape to
mark an X on the wall where each light centered. This enabled me to later verify the alignment of
the new lights to the old. Shut off headlights. Although removing the side marker light is not
necessary, trust me when I say that doing this small step first will save you time and potential
frustration putting the new headlights in. I think my headlights and clips hadn't been moved
since new, almost 17 years or so ago, so they were stiff. You can use a flashlight to look down
the length of the headlight clips and see if they have been pulled up far enough for the headlight
posts to clear the clips. Once you have both clips up high enough, with gentle tugging and
wiggling, the headlight assembly should pull straight forward. I actually used a wooden stick to
apply gentle pressure from the back side to help ease the posts through the holes. This is
especially helpful if you didn't remove the side marker lights because otherwise you have
nothing to grip on the old headlight to remove it. The OEMs looked to me to be better quality, so
I pulled the old rubber and plastic OEM clips off the old headlights, and swapped them with the
new headlights. This took less than 3 minutes, and by doing the posts one at a time and
matching the location on the new lamp to the old lamp, the headlight adjustment should be
perfect when done. I actually tried installing one with the new rubber and plastic posts and from
my experience, the old OEM posts made the job go much faster. If you are going to use the new
rubber and plastic posts, already installed on the new headlights, you want to measure each
one against the old post to get as close as possible to your original alignment. Because you
actually have to mostly remove the headlight to adjust the alignment, a few extra minutes
measuring will save you a lot of time in alignment. Once I had the old rubber and plastic posts
on the new light, I slid the new light into place on the track guides you see what I mean when
you pull the old one out. Attempting to re-install using the new rubber and plastic posts, was
time consuming, but when I switched with the OEMs, they almost went in by themselves. Make
sure the light is pressed firmly back and that the clips fully engage when you push the clips
back in place. Turn on the headlights and verify that the new ones hit the Xs you made on the
wall, and you are done! Because I simply re-used the existing posts and they were already
aligned, there was no change, but if you use the new posts, you may have to adjust the
alignment. I took my old bulbs out, put them in a baggie, and kept them if one of the new bulbs
burns out, and tossed the old assemblies. Less than 30 minutes tops. These arrived quickly and
in perfect shape. They came equipped with the standard bulb installed in them, ready to install.
It took me about an hour to install but could have been much quicker as I found that by first
removing the adjacent parking light lens dramatically eased re-installation. Getting the
adjustment guides on the back of the headlamp lens to slide onto the plastic guides while the
adjusting screws fit into the mounting holes was a challenge and frustrating initially. This was

made ever so easy when I discovered that I could easily see and guide the lenses onto the rails
and into the holes with the parking lenses removed. Removal of the parking lenses is
accomplished by removing one retaining screw 7mm at the top of the paring light lens. Remove
the small lens screw and it simply slides out and exposes the headlamp adjustment mechanism
for ease of install. This will save you a great deal of time and frustration. I also purchased the
adjustment tool to save on knuckle skin The headlamps themselves are removed with no tools
required. The flat metal retainers two each per headlamp are visible as you open the hood, right
behind the headlamps themselves. Push the exposed flat metal retainers back and pull up on
them to move this retainer clip up and off the adjustment screw plastic mounts. The headlamps
then simply need to be forced forward and out, sliding out on the plastic guides on the truck. Its
much easier that you would think and I praise the engineers that designed these for ease of
maintenance and replacement Good luck, but you won't need it. We bought two for our Ford F
There were no instructions so getting these installed was not easy but we figured it out. Here is
the process my husband and I figured out so we wanted to share. Remove old bars and lights.
Put the bars back into place staging for new lights. Connect new wiring harness. Align the first
two lamp screws closest to grill into the holes. For each, there is also a little black pin on screw
that must slide onto a track. Use screwdriver to tap and align screws. You may have to slide bar
up or down to get through. Do not lock bar yet. While trying to keep the first two screws and
tracks in place, try to next align the screw closest to flasher. Align the pin on the track while
sliding the screw into the single hole and through the hole in the bar. Adjust bar if necessary.
You must get all three tracks and screws aligned properly to initially seat the light. These lock
by sliding the bar down over a channel cut into the black rubber piece on the end of the screw.
Push firmly on the flasher side of the light until the screw pops in far enough for the channel to
be seen on the other side of the locking bar. Use a screwdriver to tap into place, if needed. Once
the channel can be seen, push bar down hard to lock. Now repeat on the other side with the two
screws. Push bar down firmly the lock. Test lock by pushing inward on lamp. If it pushes in, the
bar is not locking on channel. We hope this helps someone!! One person found this helpful. See
all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: body parts for
expedition , ford expedition , ford f , ford harley davidson , ford headlights , ford lightning.
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